
Developing Differentiation from David Schnarch’s book, “Intimacy and Desire.”

Being differentiated is the hallmark of emotional maturity. 

Differentiation is best described as the ability to keep one’s emotional balance in the 
face of difficulties or conflicts with your partner and other loved ones.  

Differentiation, in practice, basically feels like “holding onto yourself” when in 
relationship with others. 

Four Characteristics of Differentiation

Solid Flexible Self:  

 ability to be clear about whom you are and what you’re about, especially when 
your partner pressures you to adapt and conform

 can stay in close contact with your partner who may pressure you to 
accommodate them without having to distance yourself to remain clear about 
who you are

 the more solid your sense of self is, the more important you can let your partner 
be to you, and then you can let yourself be truly known

 you can seek advice and let yourself be influenced by others and change your 
mind when warranted

YOU CAN BE FLEXIBLE WITHOUT LOSING YOUR IDENTITY

Quiet Mind – Calm Heart:  
 able to calm yourself down 
 self-soothe when you are hurt
 regulate your own emotions, feelings and anxieties 

QUIET MIND – CALM HEART PLAYS A CRITICAL ROLE IN MATURE ADULT 
LOVE



Grounded Responding: 
 ability to stay calm and not overreact, rather than creating distance or running 

away when your partner gets anxious or upset
 not overreacting in response to your partner’s anxieties or emotional reactivity 
 buffer yourself from the negative non-verbal cues you believe you are receiving 

from your partner (for most, the ability to read these cues which may cause you 
to react with distress is far more developed then your ability to ground yourself 
and stay calm)  

GROUNDING YOURSELF INCREASES YOUR ABILITY TO BUFFER YOU 
FROM YOUR PARTNER’S ANXIETIES AND DISTRESS

Meaningful Endurance:  
 able to step up and face the issues that bedevil you and your relationship, and the 

ability to tolerate discomfort for the sake of growth.
 endure discomfort for the sake of growth
 animals seek pleasure and avoid pain.   Human beings have the capacity to delay 

immediate gratification and endure hardship.  This allows us to pursue long term 
goals and values we hold as dear.  Being able to endure the pain and heartache 
of relationships makes marriage, families, parenting and caring for others 
possible

 easier to tolerate pain and heartache is meaningful, when it serves some purpose 
you value and for something good might come out of it

 purposeless, wasteful, stubborn or foolish pain and suffering is much harder to 
tolerate and accomplishes virtually nothing

MEANINGFUL ENDURANCE PUSHES YOU TO CREATE A CLEAR SENSE OF 
DIRECTION FOR YOURSELF
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